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1: Department 19 (Literature) - TV Tropes
Jamie Carpenter's life will never be the same. Hi More. Want to Read.

Department 19 is a series of novels by Will Hill. His father is dead, his mother is missing, and he was just
rescued by an enormous man named Frankenstein. Jamie is brought to Department 19, where he is pulled into
a secret organization responsible for policing the supernatural, founded more than a century ago by Abraham
Van Helsing and the other survivors of Dracula. Book two, Department The Rising, was released in August of
The plot is a race against the clock to track down Valeri Rusmanov before Dracula can return to full power.
The third book, Department Darkest Night, the fifth and final book, was released in June of Afraid of Their
Own Strength: Larissa has a lot of fear and hatred for the vampire aspects of her. A goods portion of the
marketing campaign and website is done in this style. The site will take your profile picture and those of two
friends and place them on the pictures of the missing people. Can be unintentionally hilarious if you or one of
your friends happen to be using a gag image and not an actual picture of him or herself. Dracula rising to full
power is speculated in-universe to be a Class 2. Alexandru is a textbook example. Dracula is even more
vicious, but he keeps it restrained enough that he seems polite. Beethoven Was an Alien Spy: Dracula, the
classic novel by Bram Stoker, is stated to have been fact in book two. Bram Stoker himself has an appearance
as the drunken night manager of a theatre, and he actually goes with Van Helsing down below said theatre to
fight a vampire. They do fire explosive packs which lock into their victims before blowing them apart. Dracula
wields one in Zero Hour. Vlad Tepes , but best known as Count Dracula. Big Badass Battle Sequence: A
flashback in book two reveals that Alexandru was once this to Valentinâ€”before he grew up to be a complete
madman, that is. General Allen, leader of the American Department 19, drops one on Chateau Dauncy,just
before the real fight begins at the end of Zero Hour. Also, in the final battle in Darkest Night, the combatants
nearly get nuked by one of these, before Valentin defuses it. For the whole series, the Big Bad has been
defeated and most of the main cast is left with a fairly optimistic outlook, but not without a significant number
of character deaths along the way, including Frankenstein and Julian Carpenter, leaving Jamie without a father
figure. Furthermore, the organisations are left on an uncertain note. Black and Grey Morality - So very much.
On one hand, we have secret organisations which can kill vampires - sentient, thinking humans - at will with
no trial and no consequences. They lie to the public, and they have definitely done some horrific things in their
past. Frankenstein of all beings becomes one in the sequel. Larissa goes from nearly murdering Jamie and
Matt, as well as teasing Jamie and delaying the search for Marie Carpenter for her own ends, to being a
somewhat sympathetic antagonist, to being an ace Blacklight operator and best friends with the very boys she
once tried to kill, to questioning everything that Blacklight stands for and going her own way. Paul Turner
grows from basically a somewhat menacing presence and a piercing stare in the first book to a complex,
fleshed out badass with all his flaws and virtues. Covered in Scars - Frankenstein. He gains a few more after
his encounter in Paris, too. Cruel and Unusual Death: Vampires tend to do this to their victims, and staking a
vampire causes them to explode into Ludicrous Gibs. Action Girl later on. Alexandru Rusmanov also loves to
do this. He flies off with her, then beats her to the brink of death and drops her out of the sky. He tears her
limb from limb and eats her heart. Anderson fails to answer a simple question? Alexandru rips his tongue out.
Jamie goes looking for him? Alexandru and his vampires go to Lindisfarne Island, which has about
inhabitants, and horribly slaughter at least half of them. All 5 novels are well over pages, with Darkest Night
over , but all are quick reads. Valeri Rusmanov to Dracula. Whatever it is that turned Vlad Tepes into Dracula.
It spawns from an ancient forest clearing devoid of plant life, looks like a huge structure of shifting black
liquid with a Slasher Smile , and is absorbed into Vlad after making a deal with him.
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"Gripping, gory, and violent, this isn't for the faint-hearted - but it's also clever, and moving, and wittily done. I can't wait
for the next installment.".

What if it was history? That is the basic premise of this breakout new series. He is angry and disconnected
from his mother, until the day she is kidnapped by a vicious monster. From there, Jamie is taken by
Frankenstein yes, that Frankenstein to Department 19, a secret sect of the British government that deals with
supernatural. Department 19 was started over a hundred years ago by the group of hunters that slayed Dracula,
and has been keeping vampires in check ever since. Jamie begins to train as a vampire hunter, learning the
history and practicing with weapons, while also uncovering some secrets of the Department, secrets that some
would kill to keep hidden. Jamie is determined to rescue his mother, even if his only allies are a hulking green
monster and an imprisoned vampire girl. Wow, this book is a thrill! This book breathes a breath of fresh air
into the genre. At times, it would almost be too graphic. The last battle scene I got a little queasy. The
monsters in this book are real monsters. They rip, tear, kill, and torture Both bad guys and good guys die,
sometimes in gruesomely horrific ways. If they ever made a movie out of this, it would be a CGI dream. I also
enjoyed how the chapters alternated to get the full scope of the story. Some chapters would focus on the past,
such as the formation of Department 19, which gave some insight as to the dynamics of the Department.
However, as what happens with omniscient 3rd person POV, the reader can sometimes feel disconnected from
protagonist. I am nearly certain this is just my personal taste, however, as some reviewers said they felt
genuinely attached to Jamie. I enjoyed the plot overall, rather than just Jamie as a character. I read an ARC,
but I doubt the writing would change that dramatically for its publication. It was serviceable, a little chunky,
but this is understandable. The story overall was unique. Yes, it clearly borrowed from Dracula, Frankenstein,
Dr. It was slightly predictable who the turncoat in the story was, but so what? It was a fun ride, and I enjoyed
getting there. This is the start of an excellent series that will do great in its target audience. Bloody, thrilling,
with a tad bit of romance, and a whole lot of fun.
3: Department 19(Series) Â· OverDrive (Rakuten OverDrive): eBooks, audiobooks and videos for libraries
Suspenseful vampire horror really goes for the gore. Read Common Sense Media's Department 19 review, age rating,
and parents guide.

4: Department 19 Series by Will Hill
Department 19 is a very well thought out story that combines some of the greatest legends in paranormal and turning it
something plausible. It's enriched with old history, old blood, but the same all consuming hate.

5: Department 19 (Department 19 Series #1) - free PDF, DJVU, EPUB, FB3
Department The Rising Edit. After the terrifying attack on Lindisfarne, Jamie Carpenter, now a Lieutenant of Department
19, and his newfound friends Larissa Kinley and Kate Randall, are recovering at Department 19 headquarters when the
news of Dracula's stolen ashes reaches them.

6: Department Information - DomainWeb
Department 19 - Ebook written by Will Hill. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS
devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read Department

7: Department Nineteen (Department Nineteen, #1) by Will Hill
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Department likes. "Department 19" is a hit series of fantasy fiction novels by the author Will Hill. There are 5 books in the
series, three of.

8: Department Nineteen Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The first three Department 19 novels are in the Amazon UK Kindle Spring Sale until the 21st of April - links are below. If
past experience is anything to go by, Apple and Kobo will price match in the next couple of days - if so, I'll update this
post.

9: Hempfield Fire Department 19 W Main St Salunga, PA Fire & Rescue - MapQuest
Department 19 is a series of novels by Will Hill.. The premise: Jamie Carpenter's life will never be the same. His father is
dead, his mother is missing, and he was just rescued by an enormous man named Frankenstein.
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